
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 05/01/2018
Topic: Critical Conditions

Number Attended: 29

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 4.6 4 5

Speaker 1: Mr Kapoor / Narayan Presenter Knowlage: 4.9 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.8 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.7 4 5

Speaker 2: Mr Narayan Presenter Knowlage: 4.7 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.6 4 5

Presentation Style: 4.5 3 5

Speaker 3: Mr Ralte Presenter Knowlage: 4.9 4 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 4.9 4 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be improved
Mr Kapoor ran a good session on compartment syndrome. 
Format was very good and useful. Nothing

CBD stations. Question and answer session Nothing
Good chance to achieve critical cbd
Update on the new boast standards Good session

Good level of detail PowerPoint slides not in sync with presentation
Interactive Nothing
Clear method to get a cbd Dropbox with presentations on
Mr Narayan session excellent. More rigid CBS’s ended up being more of a group discussion and lecture
Good revision More pathophysiology
Feel more confident knowing the long term sequele of fascitotomies More structured CBD environment 
Good organisation and venue. Very knowledgeable presenters. Viva needs to be more structured and with proper ground rules
Excellent detail of topics More similar sessions
Clearly presented -
Very well organised.  
To the point.  
Key info covered. 

-

Good chance to go over updates related to important topics. Maybe break off into smaller groups to stimulate more interaction? 
Topics were covered well. 
Basic sciences to post surgical care, rehabilitation and even conservative options were discussed. Email the presentations 

Well organised informative session. Useful interactive CBD. 
Mr Ralte did a very good interactive session that was extremely useful. Nil

The session covered ACS and open fractures very well. This style of session mainly benefits the trainees doing the CBD.
Excellent session
Really good detail on compartment syndrome appropriate for the FrCs exam Hand outs or recommended reading list prior to the session

Covered in depth
Helped to clarify plans for dealing with these conditions. Sometimes hard to hear the answers being given

Interactive session More real life cases
Good clear N/A
Mr Ralte did an outstanding presentation. Thank you!
He should run a whole teaching session next time! -

Great to know topics before hand and that the opportunity for CBDs would be given. More notice of CBD topics to be prepared.
Good content. Common area of clinical practice. Open fracture presentation guidance.
Excellent topic covered in a depth Very little
Only focused on a couple of topics and didn't try to cover too much Nothing specifically 
CBD opportunity
Excellent content Nil

New points learnt Nil
CBD discussion Smaller group CBD

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk) or Mohammed As-Sultany (msultany@doctors.org.uk)


